WHO WE ARE
CIS Broker is one of the Italian and International leading insurance
broker.
Established in 1929, it deals with the most important insurance
companies for Client oriented consulting.
CIS Broker provides personal Risk Management advice and
services to protect your long term financial stability.
As one of the few Italian private insurance broking firm and thanks
to the fact it is totally independent of any insurance company, CIS
Broker aims to exceed your expectations of flexibility and
transparency.
CIS Broker, in a market with more than 1.600 insurance brokers,
represents the best choice in terms of know-how and money
saving. it is your insurance broker “par excellence”.

SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS
Risk Management Advice
Damages Prevention Consulting
Financial Institutes Services
Employee Benefits Management
Insurance Contracts and Accident General Advisor
Drawing up assistance for tenders and insurance proceedings
Recurrent reporting on personal insurance standing
Marketing consulting
CIS Broker refers especially to:
Business (companies and firms)
Individuals and families
Public bodies
Public companies
Professionals
Banks

CIS BROKER GROUP
Cis Broker Group was founded to meet every Client requests and needs, with the aim of always establishing the most
appropriate insurance.
With an overall presence in Italy and offices in France, Spain, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Nederland, Luxembourg, Greece,
China, India, USA and Canada. CIS Broker provides on time and accurate solutions.
International attitude, local consulting.
CIS Broker Group:
CIS CONSULTING
DURANTE CONSULTING
ADRIATICA INSURANCE BROKER
CIS Broker in Italy
CIS Broker is established in Italy with made offices and new openings. That is meant to provide a professional, caring and
personal service to our customers and to meet their needs with punctuality and accuracy.
CIS Broker Worldwide
One of the main goal of CIS Broker is to follow its Clients outside Italy.
That is why connections have been developed worldwide with professionals and firms in the main European Countries, in the
United States, in Canada, India and China as weel as many countries in the Eastern Europe.

HISTORY
A year to remember: 1929.
CIS Broker has been meaning “insurance brokerage” for more than 70 years.
It was established under the name of Studio Bertotti, from the name of its founder, one of the
first to understand the new value of insurance services and the one who brought in Italy a
philosophy based on the customer and not on the product itself.
Mr. Bertotti was a far-sighted courtier ( a French word because “broker” wasn’t a common term
at the time). He started his business in Rome and moved to Milan when World War II was over
to profit the raising economical situation.
The growth of the company was fast and new offices were opened in the country to provide a
service that was at this point well known, but was starting to be developed on a large scale.
In 1983, Mr. Bertotti decided to retire and the company was renamed CIS srl (Compagnia
Intermediazione Servizi), under the control of his nephew Giovanni Delucchi.
Today it’s the time of CIS Broker Group, the global company with new outlooks but with the
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